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Joint Special Section on Opto-electronics and Communications for Future Optical Network

This special section is associated with the 15th Optoelectronics and Communications Conference (OECC2010), which was held in Sapporo, Japan on July 5–9, 2010, and was cosponsored by the IEICE Communications Society and the IEICE Electronics Society. The conference program included 351 contributed papers on the research, development, and applications of optical communication systems and optoelectronic devices. The purpose of this special section is to chronicle the current status in these fields based on the conference presentations. However, this special section is not intended to be a conference digest. Most of the papers also include advances in research made after the conference.

This joint special section includes the following five categories: 1) Core/access networks and switching subsystems, 2) Transmission systems and their subsystems, 3) Optical fibers, cables and fiber devices, 4) Optical active devices and modules, and 5) Optical passive devices and modules. The special section is published in two separate issues. Papers in categories 1 and 2 are published in Transactions on Communications and those in categories 3 to 5 are published in Transactions on Electronics (this issue).

The papers were reviewed as regards originality, effectiveness, logicality, reliability and technical/scientific merit. Consequently, seven papers were accepted for publication. The accepted papers deal with topics highlighted at the conference. I hope that this special section will be useful in disseminating some of the recent progress in the field of optical communications and optoelectronics, and that it will also stimulate readers interest in future OECCs.

Finally, I would like to express my sincere appreciation to all the authors for their paper contributions as well as to the reviewers for their efforts in completing the reviewing process. I am greatly indebted to the editorial committee members listed below who worked diligently to enhance the quality of this special section.
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